Abstract: Perron-Frobenius type results are proved for discrete, Markovian, quantum stochastic processes.
with the spectrum of an irreducible positive operator on a finite dimensional C*-algebra.. In § 3, it is mainly the Jordan structure which is important, but the C*-structure takes over in § 4 when we restrict attention to those maps which satisfy the Schwarz inequality which we call Schwarz maps.
In [4, 5] Davies has proposed concepts of recurence and transence for certain continuous time Markovian quantum stochastic processes.. In § 3 we also propose definitions of recurence and transence for discrete time Markovian quantum stochastic processes, which are different from those of Davies. (Davies 1 ideas easily carry over from continuous time to discrete timeo) Discrete non-Markovian quantum stochastic processes have been studied recently by Accardi [1, 2] and Lindblad [16] o § 2o Positive eigenvectors .. Following Davies [4] (see also [6,8, Let A be a finite dimensional C*-algebra, realizable on a hilbert space of dimension n.. We will show that r attains its maximum value + at a strictly positive element of A, which is uniquely determined up to scalar multiplication. Since rA.x = rx , for any A. > 0 , and non-zero x , it is enough to restrict attention to the compact set
However r is not necessarily continuous on S , so we restrict our attention even further. First, note that the range projection p of cp (1) Let N denote the compact set (1+cp)n-1 s, which is contained in the set of strictly positive elements in A.
Then rx attains its maximum value r on N, at z say. Now
Thus r > r , and so Suppose that z' is also an eigenvector, which can be taken to be _1_ 1 self-adjoint. If z-2z' z-2 ~ a, we can find real A. such that 1 1 A. -z-2 z' z-2 is positive but not strictly positive. i.e. is irreducible, we can consider r' = r(cp'), and z' = z(cp'), the characteristic number and characteristic vector respectively for cp'.
Hence r = r ' , since z,z 1 > 0.
Moreover, if cp(y) = ay, with y a non-zero element in A+, we have
Hence a = r , since z' > Hence for each such that z. ducible.
Remark.
Consider $ ( = cp' in previous notation) a positive linear map as in the above theorem, which also satisfies the Schwarz inequality: Remark.
The problem of showing relaxation to the unique equilibrium state has been studied in [4, 5, 8, 25, 26] for continuous time irreducible processes. These techniques go over to the discrete case. These results are then a non-commutative analogue of those obtained by Perronand Frobenius [10, 11, 19] .. (They have also been generalized in [20, 21] for eertain lattice algebra~) These results were also obtained by St0rmer [29] for ergodic groups of automorphisms.
Let cp be a linear map on a C*-algebra A.. We say that cp is a Schwarz map if cp ( 
